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 In every American history course taught across the United States students are taught 

about the relationship between Native Americans and the European powers. The French are seen 

in the most favorable light for their economic relations and a more understanding outlook on the 

Native American culture already established in the Americas. Understandably, since it is the 

foundation of American history, classes cover the material extensively. The goal of my project 

and research while in France was to better understand how the material is covered in French 

education. My questionnaires were given to students at the Lycée Jean Monnet in Crépy-en-

Valois, France. The students ranged in ages fifteen to eighteen and were part of classes not 

preparing for a Baccalaureate test thus making the students the equivalent to American 

sophomores and career tech students. Also, I made note of the materials available to a French 

student curious about Native Americans and when the curriculum is often taught within the 

schools.   

 I chose this topic for my research paper because it is something I can draw connection 

from. I am a quarter Native American and a part of the Miami tribe, not a huge tribe but one of 

influence originally from the Ohio area. The Miami people were active traders with the French 



until the French defeat in the French and Indian War. After this time period the Miami people 

also continued to fight against European settlers’ encroachment of their land led by the well- 

known Chief Little Turtle. My family is active in the tribe and, before her parting, my great-great 

aunt taught the native language of the Miami tribe, Myaamia, at the University of Miami in Ohio 

and so the children of the family also received our name in the language so it is a subject near 

and dear to me. As this is an area in school, life, and history I am always drawn to, I knew I 

would immediately find it interesting as my project as a part of the AFd’OKC Eleanor 

Kirkpatrick Franco-American Fellows Program.  

To begin my research I started with questionnaires for the students. The first question on 

my questionnaires was in regards to the students’ knowledge of Native Americans. About 

twenty-five percent of the students had no knowledge of Native Americans whatsoever. The 

other seventy-five percent, however, were educated in the subject and showed general knowledge 

of Native American culture and the role that Native Americans played in the creation of the 

United States. The vast majority of the students questioned knew small parcels of information 

about Native Americans regarding their lifestyle, culture, and religions. 

Another way I conducted research was by speaking to the history teachers at the school 

and reading through textbooks that covered information about Native Americans. Most of the 

teachers reported not teaching any material at all about the Native Americans from North 

America. The Native Americans of South America were covered much more extensively and this 

was apparent on the questionnaires given to the students as well. The most common place to find 

a unit on Native Americans from North America was in an English language textbook. From 



working with the teachers I have concluded that most of the students that were exposed to a class 

with Native American material were English students. It would have been around seventh grade 

in comparison to our system. It contained information about the Trail of Tears, Native Americans 

today, and how they are treated as Nations.  In the textbook, often at the middle school or high 

school levels, it would be a type of cultural enhancement for the students taking the course. 

Often the information was presented as a story or an eye-witness account style piece followed by 

reading comprehension questions regarding the theme, tone, mood, or facts presented to test the 

students’ comprehension of the article and of the language.  

 Another way besides language class that French students have been exposed to Native 

American existence is media. French and American media and cinema have influenced the way 

the questionnaires were answered. Many of the students wrote down Lucky Luke, a well-known 

French cartoon about life in the American Old West as something they knew had relation to 

Native Americans. Lucky Luke is still one of the best-selling comics in Europe and is seen 

throughout magazines, animated films, and television. On the American side of media, Clint 

Eastwood and John Wayne movies were also mentioned. Interestingly enough, the first thing my 

host family thought of when they saw the topic of my project were ‘Old Western’ movies, which 

would not be something you would peg to be popular in France, but indeed they were. Despite 

the fact that the popular media and cinema allows for some light to be shed on Native Americans 

it is often not a good one. The students that used the popular media as their source of information 

were twice as likely to see Native Americans in a bad light. Since, in these series, the Native 

Americans normally play the villain it is simple to see how this conclusion is drawn. One day in 

Paris we went to the Cinémathèque Française and all of the movies there with Native Americans 



in their storyline were ‘Old Westerns’ including ones like Fort Apache featuring John Wayne and 

conflict over the Native Americans.  

 In the students’ questionnaires that did not mention Lucky Luke or Eastwood, most of 

themes were kept to the celebration of Thanksgiving or to the habits of the Native Americans 

living on the Great Plains. The most commonly known fact about Native Americans was the 

affinity for horses. This is of particular interest to me because my name in the Miami native 

tongue translates into ‘One Who Rides Horses.’ The most commonly known tribe placed on the 

surveys was, surprisingly not a New England tribe (like one would expect from a historical 

standpoint), it was in fact the Apache, most likely from the Cinema notoriety. A handful of 

students mentioned Native Americans love for nature and all of the world’s inhabitants. Overall 

it was very impressive as to what the students knew about the Native people of a different 

country when it is put into account that it was not in the normal history curriculum to learn, to be 

able to pull out subjects such as; totem poles, tribes, buffalo, and even (once) the Lewis and 

Clark Expedition with Pocahontas, is very impressive and shows a solid level of understanding 

about Native Americans from outside sources and curiosity as opposed to with the school as the 

guide.  

 What the students made up for in their knowledge about Native Americans they lacked in 

the questions regarding the French and Indian War. In talking to multiple history teachers they 

explained that it had never been in their curriculum to teach the Seven Years’ War. This would be 

understandable if the war was only fought in the colonies, but it was not. The Seven Years’ War 

was a war between many of the European powers and has been argued as a world war. I think it 



is and interesting comparison to make since the war is covered so much in American education 

and leaves the question of how other European countries cover it. Since the Seven Years’ War is 

left out, many of the Native American and French ties are never taught. One of my original 

questions was how the French students viewed the war and the relations in this time period, 

ninety percent were not aware that it existed at all. Due to the lack of student knowledge about it, 

I turned my research away from the war itself and focused more on how the media and cinema 

addressed Native Americans as explained above.  

During the stay in France we spent time in both the city library and the school library. My 

goal in both of these places was to better understand the material available to a student that 

wanted to do an independent study, not including the most likely source, the internet. At the town 

library, four books specifically about Native Americans were available. In the town’s library 

three books originally written in English about Native American culture and one book of Native 

American stories were available. All four of the books I have seen in our small town’s library 

here in the United States. In the school library, the most informative material was found, 

surprisingly, in magazines, the books were few and lacking. One English practice magazine had 

a story about Native Americans in Canada. It detailed their daily life, then and now, and how the 

tribe and French trappers and traders interacted. The article was written in English and then had 

comprehension questions much like the language textbooks mentioned above did.   

The most informative piece was in a history magazine known as L’Histoire, the 

information was correct and complete. More complete I might say than the average Oklahoma 

history textbook even. L'Histoire is a monthly mainstream French magazine dedicated 



to historical studies, recognized by peers as the most important historical popular magazine (as 

opposed to specific university journals or less scientific popular historical magazines). One entire 

month was dedicated to Native Americans’ culture and history.  It had a vast section on Native 

American art and outlined the way different regions and tribes expressed themselves differently 

through their art. It pictures Native American art from coast to coast and what makes it distinct to 

the region. Example: moccasins made by the pueblo and what makes them different from any 

sort of footwear worn in other areas of America or statues or religious items specific to one tribe. 

It had pictures of statues that represented the guardian spirts or masks that were from the tribes 

along the Pacific coast used in religious ceremonies. L'Histoire also spoke about the way tribes 

functioned and the often matriarchal societies seen in Native American culture. The magazine 

had detailed maps, charts, and graphs detailing the demographics of Native Americans before 

and after the European settlers. The Magazine also spoke about the way many Native Americans 

saw nature, it spoke of how the tribes believed themselves to be one with nature and the 

differences this view brought up between the Native Americans and the European settlers. For a 

French student doing a project on or concerning Native Americans this would be the key to their 

research, as it is informative and interesting. 

 Even though Native Americans are more widely taught in the United States to find a 

good, historical document on the Native American way of life in an American high school library 

would be hard pressed. It is a major testament to the French education system to have more than 

enough materials accessible to high school students who want to be informed or need to research 

Native Americans.   



Overall it was a mixed bag on how the students were informed about Native Americans; 

those who were informed often were correct and rarely relied on solely generalizations 

something I cannot say for their American counterparts. The information is readily available in 

the public library or the school library, which are both clearly utilized more than they are here. 

Instead of covering the material in history class like would be expected, it was most likely 

covered in an English class as a part of cultural enhancement for that section. As important the 

relationship between the Native Americans and French is to us it is shocking to see it often left 

open to the students to study independently there. As a project that was something I personally 

enjoy researching it was interesting to see the other side of the world’s take on it. I feel as though 

I have gained a massive understanding as to where Native Americans fall into the world picture, 

one I would not have been able to enjoy had it not been for the program with Alliance Française 

of Oklahoma City. 

 I would like to take the final statement of my research paper to thank, for the thousandth time, 

the people who made this research possible in the first place. To the Alliance Française of 

Oklahoma City for organizing the venture and our host school, Lycée Jean Monnet for greeting 

us with open arms and open classrooms where we could survey the students. A major thank you 

to the host families and host students for giving us the guidance and help to let us focus on our 

research papers, I truly cannot express enough gratitude for that. Without the amazing backing of 

the Eleanor Kirkpatrick Fellows Endowment and the wonderful members of Alliance Française 

of Oklahoma City none of this research would have been able to come to light. Not only did this 

trip allow me to do research on “A French Perspective on French and Native American 

Relations” it allowed me to find out more about myself and more about France which is a true 



testament to this program’s validity and how special it truly is. I especially want to thank Jean 

Dawson for keeping us all on track while in France and the Shaws for keeping us on track while 

in the United States. I know none of this would have been possible for me without, in my humble 

opinion, the best French teacher I could ask for. Anne Chamberlain, who, aside being my French 

teacher, also acted as a mentor and guide throughout my application process, interview stage, and 

while I wrote this paper. Who knows if I would have decided on a research project by this time 

next year without her guidance and support. I know this was a once in a lifetime opportunity and 

I am forever grateful for all involved.  


